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++ List of Current Event Prayer Points: For Gods intervention with the CA
wildfires & Directed Energy Weapon attacks and all the wicked plans surrounding
this to be destroyed, For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all Christians
worldwide (especially the persecuted) & also all the Targeted Individuals (TI’s)
Worldwide, Against Project Pogo & Project Zyphr that would result in the
"extermination" of tens of millions of awake Americans, That President Trump
Would NOT approve the Equality Act or any evil law, Against All Planned
Pandemics Plagues, Against the Exploding GMO Weaponized Tick & Mosquito
Populations, Against the Forced Vaccination Mandates, Against The Illegal
Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider Caravans Coming up through the US southern
border & already on America Soil, Against the 5G & 6G Rollout & the 20,000
Satellites Being Launched Sending Intense Microwave Radiation Over Entire
Earth, For All Christians to wake up and spread the gospel and push back against
all their freedoms being taken away, Against the slaughter of Christians
worldwide, Against all the witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and
bring in more evil, death and destruction, Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’
implementation, against the plans & wickedness of high level politicians, For
President Trump to do the right thing and enact righteous laws and appoint
righteous people, Against mandatory vaccinations being implemented and that
the truth would come out about them, for the masses to get saved and have eyes
to see, ears to hear and hearts to receive the truth, Against The Full
Implementation of Real ID in 2020, Against the South African Genocide of Whites,
For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima Nuclear Radiation Contamination &
Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down Worldwide, Against the Big Brother
Draconian Changes Taking Place Worldwide, Against Further Vote Rigging, For
Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5 th
Column Sleeper Cell Solders imbedded in America, For Stoppage and Exposure
of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America and Canada, For the eradication of
CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle colliders worldwide & the eradication of
the D-Wave Quantum Computers, The eradication and exposure of all Pedovore,
Pedo-predator & all Child Sex trafficking networks worldwide, Against LGBTQ
movement and against the normalization of all child molestation and
sexualization of teens, children & babies, For the protection of all infants,
children, teenager and adults caught in all evil networks, For the eradication of all
adult and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff film sources and
businesses, For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade, For the eradication
of all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood centers worldwide & the stripping of
all the powers of witchcraft from their owners and employees, For the eradication
worldwide of all Chemtrail programs, Nexrad Doppler Ultrasound weather

manipulation, NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators & all DEW’s (Directed Energy
Weapons) causing the fires worldwide, For the eradication worldwide of all
planned deep state & Muslim false flag events—Against the wickedness being
openly promoted by the Democrat party and ALL Democrats running for
president—Against the wickedness being perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix,
Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and all the tech giants
and the dominant streaming content producers—Against the pop culture rock
and rap music industry—Against the wicked factions of Modern medicine & the
pharmaceutical & vaccine industry—Against the Vatican, Pope and Catholicism-Every level of government that has by hijacked by wickedness—Against the
global banking cartels and the 13 families of the Illuminati—Against the wicked
factions of the public universities and public schools.
++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald
Reagan: "We'll know our disinformation program is complete when everything
the American public believes is false"?
Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth
violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
“Communications”: companionship, communion
+1+ California declares statewide emergency: More than 180,000 people ordered
to flee their homes as 'historic, extreme winds' continue to fan fires, and power is
shut off to 2.3 million people to prevent it spreading
 California Governor Gavin Newsom of California declared a state of
emergency on Sunday



It came after around 180,000 people was ordered near a Northern California
wildfire on Sunday
 That order was issued after the state's largest utility, PG&E, shut power off
to 940,000 homes
 By Saturday night, 90,000 people had already been ordered to evacuate.
The order encompasses a huge swath of wine country
 The expanded evacuation order now covers parts of Santa Rosa, a city of
175,000 that was devastated by a wildfire two years ago
 Some gusts this weekend could reach up to 80mph and could lead to
'erratic fire behavior', officials warned
 PG&E said the new wave of blackouts started Saturday evening, affecting
38 counties for 48 hours or longer
 Gov. Newsom said Saturday: 'The next 72 hours is going to be challenging.
I can sugarcoat it, but I'm not'
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7618785/More-90-000-people-evacuatedCalifornia-extreme-winds-continue-fan-nine-fires.html
OPERATION TORCH CALIFORNIA: Hard Evidence Proving Wildfires Started by
Arsonists (Videos)--New World Order Globalist Cabal Throws More Fuel On The
California Wildfires--Geoengineered California Firestorms Triggered by Deliberate
Acts of Pyro-Terrorism (Videos)
State of the Nation As expected and predicted, the California Fall wildfire season
was “exploded” with geoengineering precision and pinpoint arson attacks.
For those uninitiated in the convoluted workings of the complex criminal
conspiracy behind these intentional acts of pyro-terrorism, the following exposé
provides the necessary background and history:
CA POWER SHUTDOWN: “First they predict the fires, then turn off the power,
then start the fires, next they spread the fires….”
Every resident of California ought to be deeply familiar with the well-established
dynamic expressed by the preceding post title. Likewise, every person traveling
through the now charred Golden State should know exactly where they are going to and
staying regarding the targeted areas that are being burned down on purpose by this
state-sponsored criminal conspiracy. Your life may depend on it!
What follows is a video of just one wildfire site
in Northern California that was just arsonattacked by a fire-triggering DEW*. Below the
video is a screenshot which shows the size of
that conflagration relative to the California
coastline.
*DEW = Directed Energy Weapon
MASSIVE EXPLOSION Strikes No. California
50 miles wide! (Video)
For a better frame of reference, the following map of Northern California indicates the
area of this particular conflagration in Mendocino County (indicated above), which is
west of Sacramento and just east of the coastline where it juts out into the Pacific.

CA NEWEST FIRE STARTED WITH MAJOR EXPLOSION
Play to: 40: https://youtu.be/rIUyjnu78b8
<<Now here’s a close-up of the same
explosive fire at the very beginning of the
burning phase:
For the proper context of this screenshot
frame, please watch this entire video before it’s
taken down by YouTube: Infrared Camera
Captures Strange Ignition of Massive Kincade
CA Fire (Video)

RED ALERT: CA 80+ MPH Winds/ZERO Humidity/Historical Event this weekend!
Play to 7:45: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YnX71IMhl6c
"CA Fire From Below" & "Sub-Terrestrial Plasma Pulse Weapon" EXPLAINED
Play: https://youtu.be/_DYzzEKCU50?t=68

^^Plasma Arc Welding

Official Representative From “Cal Fire” Admits “They” Are Destroying
Residences in CA!!
Play to 4:21: https://youtu.be/nQyNK0_fVq4
In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald
Reagan: "We'll know our disinformation program is complete when everything the
American public believes is false"?
+2+ THEY DONT WANT YOU TO SEE THIS! WIND WEAPONS
WEATHERWARFARE—US Government Openly Admits It has Had Weather
Warfare Technologies For Many Decades!!
Play to 4:11: https://youtu.be/GMLmUOoaofg?t=41

• Senator Claiborne Pell,
US Senate Intelligence
Committee member,
commenting on a
USA/USSR treaty signed in 1978
said:
"Now that we can control the
weather, create earthquakes and
tidal waves and use it as a weapon
of war we do not need a treaty."

So what treaty
was this Senator in reference to?
• “The Convention on the Prohibition of Military
or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental
Modification Techniques”
• This government treaty is currently posted
online at the “U.S. Dept. of State” website at:
http://www.state.gov/t/ac/trt/4783.htm
• This treaty was Signed in Geneva, Switzerland
on May 18, 1977, and Entered into force
October 5, 1978

• Quoting from the first
and second paragraphs
of this treaty we read:
“Use of environmental
modification techniques
for hostile purposes
does not play a major
role in military planning
at the present time (1977). Such techniques
might be developed in the future, however, and
would pose a threat of serious damage unless
action was taken to prohibit their use…

• …In July 1972 the U.S. Government
renounced the use of climate
modification techniques for hostile
purposes…Both the U.S. Senate and the
House of Representatives held
hearings, beginning in 1972, and the
Senate adopted a resolution in 1973
calling for an international agreement
prohibiting the use of any
environmental or geophysical
modification activity as a weapon of
war...."

• Now the word “geophysical” is defined
as “The physical processes and
phenomena occurring especially in the
earth.” This would include processes
like earthquakes, volcanoes & tidal
waves.
• So in other words the government has
possessed technology to
manipulate both climate
and geophysical (earth)
patterns for many decades.
• Bill Schneobelen-Prophecy Club
Russia’s Secret Weapon To Defeat USA

• CHINA LAKE WEAPONS DIGEST
“China Lake was for many years a world leader
in weather modification for drought relief
(GROMET), hurricane abatement
(Cyclops, Stormfury),
fog abatement
(Foggy Cloud), and
rainfall enhancement
for military purposes
(Project Popeye).”

• www.nawcwpns.navy.mil/clmf/coldcloud.html

• Here it is appropriate to quote
ex Defense Secretary William
Cohen, who on April 28th 1997
said, “…Others are engaging
even in an eco-type of terrorism whereby
they can alter the climate, set off
earthquakes, volcanoes remotely
through the use of electromagnetic
waves.” Conference on Terrorism,
Weapons of Mass Destruction and U.S.
Strategy; University of Georgia, Athens
• Further Weather Modification Evidence:
www.sweetliberty.org/issues/weather/

Kincade, CA offers the kind of low-density population locale and type of terrain for
wildland fires that the New World Order globalists are dead set on burning out and
burning down, respectively.
“California is using the “Firegeddon” meme to fear-monger, and terrorize red
county residents off their land. First they predict the fires, then turn off the
power, then start the fires, next they spread the fires…. Yes, there’s much more
to this power shutdown, but that’s the gist of it.”
— Intelligence analyst & Former U.S Military Officer
Here’s how they first geoengineer the most conducive conditions in which to start the
‘wildfires’, and then widely proliferate them with a pyromaniac’s vengeance.

Atmospheric Aluminum via Chemtrails,
HAARP Frequencies,
Weaponized SMART Meters,
Specific EMFs Disseminated from
Cellphone and Microwave Towers,
Localized 5G EMP,
Directed Energy Weapons Fired from Drones,
Satellites, Air Force Aircraft, Naval Ships,
Arsonists Disguised as Firefighters,
Fire-starting Incendiary Devices,
Gross Mismanagement of California Forests,
Overloaded PG&E Power Lines, and Other Geoengineering and
Weather Modification Techniques Are All Used in a Highly Coordinated Fashion
to Fabricate a Very Conducive Environment for Isolated Firestorms to be
Triggered and then Spread like Wildfire in Targeted Communities Throughout
California
KEY POINT: Not only are there prepositioned fire accelerants strategically placed
throughout these arson crime scenes, the heavy spraying of chemtrails widely
disseminates one of the most powerful accelerants—chemically mobile aluminum. See:
U.S. Government Spraying Tons Of Aluminum-containing Coal Fly Ash Into Atmosphere
Via Chemtrails
Related:
Kincaid Fire Boom—Plasma Weapons Being Used to Start the Fires on Purpose!!
California Kincade “Forest” Fire RAW Footage–Cause Discovered–Shocking!
Wildfire Rages As California Hit With More Rolling Blackouts, Over 1 Million May
Be Affected
4 MORE New Fires Today & 4 Simultaneous Plasma Pulses
THEY ARE GOING TO RAMP IT UP
#WEATHERWARFARE
Predictive Programming? Seattle 11/03/2019
– High Watch Date – Stay Vigilant Friends!
Play:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aiUmdrgl
7bA
PG&E is conveniently controlled by the
Rothschild Banking Family. This
arrangement permits that corporate crime
syndicate to control the power generation
capacity all over California. The Rothschilds
then use the electrical grid to manipulate the
energy markets, as well as utilize the power
lines and transformers to trigger fires during the
hot and windy seasons, which they have done
like clockwork for years.
<<Yes, PG&E may be bankrupted, but the

Rothschild business and personal interests are always shielded from any losses. (See:
PG&E board was controlled by Rothschild vice chairman until this year)
Let’s be very clear: Such a highly organized scheme to burn down the state of
California could only be successfully carried out with the close collaboration of
CA state government, the Military-Industrial Complex that has dominated the
state for decades, Big Tech and Big Social Media throughout Silicon Valley, as
well as Hollywood.
PROOF Donald Trump has been owned and controlled by the Rothschild’s for
decades!!
https://youtu.be/WsGxjnGQQ6k?t=50 1978 to TODAY: Knowledge regarding Trump
is well-known in TV and Hollywood and across NYC starting back in late 1970’s.
Everyone knew was Trump was ‘all mobbed-up’ with Italian, and Jewish mob
families. The entire Film and TV industry has been controlled since the talkies
and Radio by the British Rothschilds Crime MOB. Of course, they also run the
CIA and FBI. They keep a much lower profile but, they are right there none the
less.
On 30 October 1978, it was reported that the principle investors of Resorts
International were Meyer Lansky, Tibor Rosenbaum, William Mellon Hitchcock,
David Rockefeller, and Baron Edmond de Rothschild:
https://philosophyofmetrics.com/how-…trump-freepom/
In 1987 Donald Trump purchased 93% of Resorts International, a CIA front
founded by Rothchild Agents Allen Dulles and David Rockefeller as the Mary
Carter Paint Company in the 1950’s. A year
later Trump bought the Atlantic City, Taj
Mahal Casino from Resorts International,
then began buying up other properties on the
Atlantic City boardwalk. Soon Trump was
tapped out and couldn’t make his debt
payments. Enter Wilbur Ross, billionaire
bond trader portrayed by the Illuminati
financial media as an “independent investor”.
In fact, in 1992 Ross was heading Rothschild
Inc.’s bankruptcy advising team, which
represented bondholders who were
threatening to foreclose on Donald’s house
of cards. NOTE: But even before this, Trump
in 1978 was laundering OPIUM DRUG MONEY
for the Rothschilds through his casinos, with Ross as the Rothschilds Manager.
Ross knew Trump had the ability to sway masses of people, something certainly
not missed by his bosses at Rothschild. So he struck a sweetheart bankruptcy
deal for Trump, where he would relinquish a 50% stake in his Atlantic City, NJ Taj
Mahal casino in return for better debt terms and a Presidency to be named later.
Rothschild and their City of London partners in crime, not only got a continued
East Coast money laundering center in Atlantic City. They now had their straw
man Trump right where they wanted him. Remember Trump and his father have

been dealing with the MAFIA for almost 100 years in New York and New Jersey;
so they felt comfortable with the BIG TIME ROTHSCHILDS MOB! Later Ross
partnered with Jared Kushner and his criminal father in buying commercial
properties in New York through Invesco. Jared married Trump’s daughter Ivanka,
who prior to that point had been dating Lord Jacob Rothschild’s son Nat!!!! Ross
got behind Trump’s candidacy and then TRUMP boldly named Ross US
Commerce Secretary!!
By 2016 the entire DNC is owned by the ROTHSCHILDS CRIME MOB and they
RIGGED THE PRIMARY ELECTIONS FOR HILLARY, who was their first choice for
President, with Lynn De Rothschild endorsing her, but Hillary had far too much
uncovered DIRTY LAUNDRY to be president, so SURPRISE – TRUMP MAGICALLY
WINS against all ODDS! The Rothschilds MOB City of London Criminals owns all
the HORSES in the elections. Remember the parties and the MEDIA are just the
SOAP OPERAS to drain our energies and DIVIDE AND CONQUER Americans!
Like 911 the Rothschild’s had this election in the bag all the time. It is time for
Americans to UNITE, drop the cowardly lion routine and cut off the head of the
snake! The inner circle is around a dozen criminals and if eliminated could
provide some short-term relief, but the entire cabal is in the thousands covering
university think tanks, as well as Government think tanks, and a criminal
Corporate Class that also must be rooted out to save humanity. Once the
awareness is there, this MOB’s members are easily dealt with, in a manner of our
choosing.
The Presidential Election Flipping of 2016 proves NO ONE can reach the Oval
Office without Rothschild’s blessing. The Rothschild MOB made elections a scam
with their media controlling TV appearances, campaign managers, trainers,
coachers, peroxided panelists and stage-managed off-the peg questions and
answers.
For the full breakdown go to: MEET PRESIDENT SWAMP, THE ROTHSCHILD’S
PERSONAL B****
https://concisepolitics.com/2018/05/21/proof-trump-is-a-british-rothschilds-crimesyndicate-tool/
RFID-chip and beyond: Microchip Implanted without consent!!!!
From: Julie V
Sent: Friday, December 11, 2015 9:24 AM
To: Julie Vidal
Subject: Microchip
Hi friends, A warning to those who may go into hospital for minor procedures.
One of my work mates recently went in to hospital to get a benign
lump out of her breast. When she was discharged from hospital the doctor
informed her that he put a chip in. My chin nearly hit the floor with shock. I
suggested that she go back to the doctor and demand it to be taken out at their
cost as it should never have been put in without her permission. So be careful
when you go into hospital. You may have to tell them...no chip! Otherwise they
may just put one in.
Blessings, Julie

From: Eric R
Sent: Wednesday, December 23, 2015
Subject: RFID chips implanted without knowledge
You see this? What truth is there to this? More importantly, what can you do to
stop them?
Published on Nov 9, 2012
A must see video/radio interview by ICAACT leaders Lars Drudgaard and Jesse
Beltran, HD-version. Do not hesitate to share, like and distribute this video to
everyone.
Implants do not only have tracking capabilities, but they also have the ability to
affect, monitor and change the carrier's brain functions and biological functions,
to a degree that it can only be compared to torture. The torture can lead to death
or suicide.
Lars Drudgaard and Jesse Beltran are Interviewed by a Dutch radio host in
Brussels October 5. They talk about the work of ICAACT, which involves finding
factual evidence of implants in the victims' bodies. An important part of this is to
scan the victims for Radio Frequency emissions from their bodies. Another is to
be of help to victims when they interact with doctors or authorities, who are
prone to claim (without doing any investigation) that the victim suffers from a
psychological disorder. ICAACT helps victims to prove these professionals
wrong, & also to help them deal with this "new type" of problem in today's
technologically advanced society. Traditional treatments and diagnosis might be
obsolete in some cases.
Lars Drudgaard talks about the development of these chips and their use on
prisoners, a little bit about old CIA experimentation documents.
Jesse Beltran talks about the very specific places on the human body where RF is
emitted, suggesting that the implantation of many individuals isn't random.
Both Beltran and Drudgaard speak about how the implants work, using changing
magnetic fields that power them up, and also a bit about the different types of
implants that now exist and that are constantly becoming smaller and smaller,
more difficult to find, Another subject is how these implants can be easily
introduced in the human body and the fact that some people only emit a radio
frequency from a specific spot on their bodies, where they either had an
operation done or the flu vaccine.
PLAY 29:55-34:24: RFID-chip and beyond: Implanted without consent
Vaccines now being used to harvest biometric
identities of everyone; Big Brother merges
with Big Pharma
October 23, 2019 (Natural News) It’s all
happening, just as we predicted. Big Pharma
is officially partnering with the tech industry
to pair “immunization” with digital biometrics,
meaning humans will soon be microchipped,
tracked, and ultimately controlled through a
global identification matrix.

The ID2020 Alliance, as it’s being called, is a digital identity program that aims to
“leverage immunization” as a means of inserting tiny microchips into people’s
bodies. In collaboration with the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunizations,
also known as GAVI, the government of Bangladesh and various other “partners
in government, academia, and humanitarian relief,” the ID2020 Alliance hopes to
usher in this mark of the beast as a way to keep tabs on every human being living
on Earth.
Similar to how cattle are marked with ear tags, this globalist alliance wants all
humans to be “vaccinated” with digital tracking chips that will create a seamless
monitoring system for the New World Order to manage the populations of the
world with ease.
“We are implementing a forward-looking approach to digital identity that gives
individuals control over their own personal information, while still building off
existing systems and programs,” says Anir Chowdhury, a policy advisor at a2i,
the Bangladesh government’s “Access to Information Program.”
“The government of Bangladesh recognizes that the design of digital identity
systems carries far-reaching implications for individuals’ access to services and
livelihoods, and we are eager to pioneer this approach,” he adds.
For more related news about the coming one world government and its biometrics
component, be sure to check out PopulationControl.news.
ID2020 microchips are also being “vaccinated” into the bodies of homeless
people in Austin, Texas
While the ID2020 program’s testing grounds are primarily in the Third World, the
group says it’s also now working with governments here in the United States to
start microchipping homeless people through vaccination.
In Austin, Texas, for example, the homeless population is now being exploited as
a collective guinea pig for ID2020’s microchip vaccination program, which the
group claims will help to “empower” homeless people by supposedly giving them
“control” over their personal identity data.
“The City of Austin, ID2020, and several other partners are working together with
homeless people and the service providers who engage with them to develop a
blockchain-enabled digital identity platform called MyPass to empower homeless
people with their own identity data,” writes Chris Burt for BiometricUpdate.com.
ID2020 is also jabbing refugees with its microchip vaccinations through two
inaugural pilot programs known as iRespond and Everest. According to reports,
iRespond has “improved continuity of care” for more than 3,000 refugees
receiving drug treatments for chronic illness. Everest, on the other hand, has
“assisted with the provision of access to critical energy subsidies and a range of
additional services with secure and user-centric digital identities without relying
on a smartphone,” Burt writes.
All of this is priming the public for an eventual mandate of microchip
vaccinations, which will be required for every individual in order to buy and sell
goods. Chowdhury openly admitted this in stating that digital identity systems
will be necessary for “individuals’ access to services and livelihoods.”
In other words, the Bible is right: A global identification system is in the works
that will eventually be required for people to function in society, and ultimately

survive. Without these microchips in their bodies, people won’t be able to work,
let alone eat, and it’s all happening right before our very eyes.
Keep in mind that ID2020 is a part of the so-called “REAL ID,” which will soon be
required for those who wish to travel. REAL ID will also be used as a backdoor
method of implementing mandatory vaccination policies for adults.
https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-10-23-vaccines-used-global-biometricidentities-for-surveillance.html
+3+ Why Is the US Government Stockpiling Massive Amounts of Smallpox
Vaccines?
Play to 35:05: https://youtu.be/lsDh15wzD-Y?t=1250
MEDICAL HORROR: Genetic sequencing of many vaccines find entire male
human genome from aborted human baby…“a complete individual genome” with
abnormal, modified genes…560 genes that are linked to cancer formation & are
mandated to be injected into every child!!!!!!! What’s clear from this genetic
sequencing is that the vaccine industry is inoculating children with engineered
cancer by design on purpose!!!!
Play: https://www.brighteon.com/034ebfcb-5bf8-4bcf-abf2-ee106a2eecba
Vaccine industry now running provocateur false flag ops with fake blood to
generate headlines painting “anti-vaxxers” as violent terrorists
Monday, September 16, 2019 (Natural News) Remember the Disneyland measles
outbreak from a few years ago? According to numerous sources who analyzed the
timing of events; that was actually false flag operation run by the vaccine industry.
They literally incubated measles tissue in low-tech labs then ran around
Disneyland smearing measles materials on all the railings and surfaces in order
to cause a pandemic. Meanwhile, California State Senator Richard Pan was
openly bribed by Big Pharma to have SB 277 ready to roll out, calling for vaccine
mandates in the aftermath of the Disneyland outbreak.
It was all staged. The infections were real, but it was caused by the vaccine
industry in order to achieve a political purpose.
Now, the vaccine industry has pushed another false flag psyop in California,
dropping a provocateur into an “anti-vax” protest with instructions for her to
assault California lawmakers with fake blood. (It wasn’t actually blood, but the
media never reports that.) This gave CNN and other pharma-controlled news
networks the narrative they needed to paint all vaccine skeptics as violent nut
jobs. In truth, it’s the vaccine industry that routinely commits violence against
infants and children, causing millions of children to be brain damaged, made
autistic, hospitalized or even killed in America.
As Breitbart.com reports, a California woman has been arrested after throwing what she
pretended was menstrual blood onto state senators in Sacramento:
[A woman] was taken into custody after she tossed a menstrual cup, which she said
was filled with blood, from the public gallery as senators finished taking a vote at about
5:14 p.m. Notably, even Breitbart got the headline wrong, claiming the woman was

arrested “for throwing menstrual blood” on Senators. But it wasn’t menstrual
blood at all.
State Senators and the left-wing media took this opportunity to paint all “antivaxxers” as violent terrorists, in precisely the same way they paint all gun owners
and Trump supporters as terrorists.
Here’s the thing: The woman apparently isn’t known by anyone who opposes
vaccines… she was a plant, witnesses believe
We checked with our contacts in the vaccine truth movement in California, and no
one has ever seen this woman before. She’s not part of any known vaccine truth
group or movement, according to our sources.
She was spotted at the event, though, by observant vaccine skeptics who noted
that something was wrong with the woman:
I saw her on Wednesday. She appeared high on drugs. Nobody knew who she
was. She was mumbling and trying to agitate people. Hype people. She’s an
AGENT. Provocateur government.
Although not yet proven, it is widely believed among vaccine truth advocates that
this protester was likely a provocateur put there by the vaccine industry to carry
out this false flag attack so that the media could paint all “anti-vaxxers” as
lunatics.
Natural News has also learned that there are 2-3 other moles working to infiltrate
the “anti-vaxxer” movement and stage similar acts of violence in order to discredit the
movement.
It works for gun control, after all. Stage a few school shootings, kill a lot of real children
and then claim all gun owners are violent people. Now, the vaccine industry is using the
same tactic by staging assaults on legislators, then pointing the finger at vaccine
skeptics.
Natural News has learned that the “blood” used in the so-called attack wasn’t blood at
all. But the media refuses to report that fact. And the so-called “feminine hygiene” object
that was said to contain the blood was nothing more than a fruit cup, according to
sources. In fact, the entire episode smacks of being staged for the cameras (and to
push Big Pharma’s narrative).
Nothing you see in the media is real. It’s all staged. It’s all designed to push a
narrative and demonize the opponents of the depopulation pushers who are
actively using vaccines to cause widespread infertility and annihilate humankind.
The vaccine agenda is an agenda of mass genocide and murder, but of course it’s
all hiding behind a veil of “saving children,” even as vaccines destroy the lives of
millions of children every year around the world.
Want to know the truth about the depopulation agenda that seeks to annihilate humanity
through vaccines, pesticides, fluoride, geoengineering and terraforming? See the new
website OblivionAgenda.com, which features video lectures revealing the truth about
the agenda to annihilate humankind.
https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-09-16-vaccine-industry-now-runningprovocateur-false-flag-ops-with-fake-blood.html
EX-VACCINATION FILES | A MOTHER IN MOURNING OVER THE VACCINE DEATH
OF HER NEWBORN

The Highwire’s ‘Ex-Vax Files’ Series Continues. Mother of three, Catie Clobes,
followed the #CDC’s recommendations, listened to her pediatrician, and less than
48 hours after her 6-month-old daughter Evee’s vaccinations, lost her baby.
Refusing to accept a SIDS diagnosis, Catie shares her heart wrenching journey
from “pro-vaxxer” to “ex-vaxxer.” Click here to watch Catie's full interview with
Del in Epidsode 128 of The HighWire. https://bit.ly/2lQHtuD
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DOlGZOH1TeA
Xcape Matrix 4 days ago
This should make people MAD AS HELL... "they" are intentionally killing babies and
they know it. Serial killers.
Learn It With Aya 4 days ago Heartbreaking, so sad 😭. I feel your pain dear sister💕💕
my son was Vaccine injured and he has never been the same, every time I tried to
explain to any type of medical professional they would deny and make me feel like if I
was crazy....😔😔 there’s such a huge coverup, it’s disgusting!!!
Wizdomtrek 4 days ago
"Trust your Medical Professionals", ARE YOU INSANE? THEY'VE BEEN
WEAPONIZED, JUST LIKE AMERIKAN POLITICS!
Ursula Bezerra 4 days ago (edited)
Wake up! They are killing our children!
The EU plans to introduce a 'vaccination passport' by 2022--No flying/travel
without being up-to-date on their poisonous vaccination schedule
https://ec.europa.eu/health/sites/health/files/vaccination/docs/20192022_roadmap_en.pdf

